Medical Psychology & Communication

Psychology is a science about
Psychological theories-schools include
Which of the following subjects is/are part(s) of applied psychology disciplines
Basic methods of psychology include
Which of the following are among the basic psychological methods
Medical psychology is concerned with
Medical psychology is a part of
Medical psychology is
A widely accepted model of illness in medicine is
Which of the following are biological parts of bio-psycho-social model
Which of the following are social parts of bio-psycho-social model
Which of the following are psychological parts of bio-psycho-social model
According to bio-psycho-social model of illness, we consider coping skills as
Which of the following statements about secondary gains are true
Iatropathogenesis is a term describing
Which of the following statements about iatropathogenesis are true
Stigmatization
What terms are inappropriate/forbidden to use
Autoplastic concept of illness
Placebo effect is
Placebo
Nocebo
Psychophysiological (mind-body) relationship is
Which of the following is/are considered to be psychosomatic disorder(s)
Psychophysiology
Stress is a term describing
Stressor is a term describing
Frustration is a term describing
Deprivation is a term describing
Conflict can be
Which of the following belongs to expressions of fear and anxiety
Anxiety
Pathopsychology is concerned with
Pathopsychology
White-coat hypertension means
Aggravation is a term describing
Dissimulation is a term describing
Simulation is a term describing
Munchhausen syndrome
Aggravation means
Scotomisation
If healthy person is pretending to have symptoms, it is called
Hypochondriac reaction to illness
Compliance means
Adherence means
Which of the following symptoms is/are expression(s) of burn-out syndrome
Which of the following is defined as a reaction to dying
Which of the following belong(s) to phases of dying according to Kubler-Ross staging?
Which of the following belong(s) to phases of dying according to Kubler-Ross staging?
Thanatology
Primary disturbances of psychological functions are subject of
General psychopathology is concerned with
Psychopathology is
Which of the following functions is/are considered a cognitive psychic function(s)?
Which of the following functions is/are considered a motivational psychic function(s)?
Which of the following is/are considered an integrative psychic functions?
Perception, thinking and memory belong to
Memory
Declarative memory is
Episodic memory is
Hippocampus
Perception belongs to
Emotions, drives/instincts belong to
Personality belongs to
Memory belongs to
Thinking belongs to
Subliminal perception
Basic memory processes include
Memory traces/engrams are consolidated mainly
Basic operations of thinking include
Thinking can be
Attention can be
Which of the following are characteristics of attention
Emotions include
Emotions belong to
Drives and instincts belong to
Component(s) of emotions is/are
Freezing
Alexithymia means
Emotional response is classified according to
Congruent emotional reaction means that
Emotional lability
Anhedonia means
Katathymia
Amygdala
Lower emotions include
Higher emotions refer to
Which brain structure(s) are the main regulator(s) of emotional reactions?
Somatic components of emotions include
Definition “inability to recognize and verbally describe own emotions and emotions of others”
is best described by the term(s)
Basic characteristics of consciousness include
Consciousness belongs to
Lucidity
Vigility
Idiognosis
What is the main question for situational orientation
Delirium is
Idiognosis
Depersonalization
Sleep
Unconsciousness
Drives include
Personality
Who of the following authors developed personality typology

Personality

Personality „consists“ of several components including

The author of classical typology of temperaments

Authors of main personality theories

Personality structured into 3 parts /id, ego, superego/ described

Defense mechanisms of personality

Personality defense mechanisms

Personality defense mechanisms include

Personality defense mechanisms include

Personality defense mechanisms include

The term projection

The Hippocrates typology of personality includes the type of

Components of intelligence include

The intelligence quotient (IQ) is a measure that

Distribution of IQ values in population has character/shape of

The term ‘qualia’ means

Which of the following are desirable characteristic of psychotherapist

A psychic crisis is characterized by

The essence of abreaction in psychotherapy is

General mechanisms of psychotherapy involve

The main types of psychotherapy are based on

According to psychoanalytic theory moral principles are part of

Superego

“Id”

The essence of Oedipal complex is

The essence of Electra complex is

Sublimation in psychoanalysis means

Basic methods of psychoanalysis is/are

Cognitive-behavioral therapy is oriented to

Countertransference is a term describing

Transference is a term describing

Which of the following is the characteristic of effective communication

Management of the communication with the patient includes

What should be used in effective communication?
Communication in medicine

Meta-communication is a term describing
In communication process, receiver
Communication between doctor and nurse is
Communication

To the communication skills in healthcare belong
Communication skills

Which of the following is true for empathy
What should be done during empathetic listening

Empathy

Empathetic approach means that
Factor(s) determining verbal expression of an individual include(s)

To the assertive rights in communication belong
Which of the following is characteristic for assertive communication

In assertive communication

The result of low assertiveness and low cooperation is

“I” statement

In assertive communication

Typical for a “broken-record” technique in assertive communication is

Typical for passive-aggressive behavior is

Standardized medical interview is characterized by
During interview the doctor should prefer
During interview the doctor should avoid

What kind of questions are used in clinical interview
At the closing of clinical interview

Verbal communication

Evaluation in communication means
Devaluation in communication means

Double linkage in communication

Nonverbal communication
Nonverbal communication

Which of distance during communication is defined by proxemics
Which of the following are paralinguistic features
The term denotation means
What is/are paralinguistic feature/s of communication
What terms are euphemisms
Nonverbal signals
How many distance zones we recognize?
In contact with patients, we mostly use
To establish a good doctor-patient relationship, it is important to
Good doctor-patient relationship means that
Which of the terms are used to describe the doctor-patient relationship
What sort of doctor-patient relationship is characteristic for the concept of patient-centered approach
In system of patient-centered care, communication
Difficult communication situations
Dealing with anxious patient requires
How to deal with aggressive patient
Which statement(s) is/are true when talking about communication with children
Baby-friendly conditions mean
In verbal communication with children
Communication with children
In communication with adolescents
Erikson’s theory emphases the impact of
Developmental milestones are
Social smile appears
Most children start walking independently
Inferiority complex means
First words with meaning are usually appearing
Development of language
Temper tantrums
Temper tantrums are frequent
In late adulthood
Human developmental stages include
Which of the following is a sign of a full-term newborn
“Defiant” behavior appearing for the first time in which developmental period
Among clinical expression of “hospitalization syndrome” in children is